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Disclaimer: Displayed questions are not as per the sequence in which candidate has actually attempted the questions
in question paper.
Post Name: Junior Trainee - Civil
SECTION 1 - GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

Question No.1 1.00
   

The financial year of RBI ends in __________
 RBI �క� ఆ���క సంవత�రం __________ ల� మ�గ�సు� ం��

 
(A) September 

�����ంబ�
 

(B) December 
����ంబ�

 
(C) February 

�ిబ�వ��
 

(D) June 
��

 

Question No.2 1.00
   

Which of the following metals is the best conductor of heat?
 ���ం�� ల��లల� ఉత�మ ఉష�  �ాహకం ఏ��?

 
(A) Mercury 

�ాదరసం
 

(B) Aluminium 
అల����యం

 
(C) Silver 

��ం��
 

(D) Iron 
ఇనుమ�

 

Question No.3 1.00
   

Which of the following animals is called the Ship of the Desert?
 ���ం�� �ాట�ల� ఏ జంత�వ�ను ఎ���� ఓడ అ� �ిల��ా� ర�?

 
(A) Donkey 

�ా��ద
 

(B) Camel 
ఒంట�

 
(C) Horse 

గ�ర�ం
 

(D) Lion 
�ింహమ�

 

Question No.4 1.00
   

The Relief rainfall is also known as _____________
 ఉపశమన వర��ాతం (���� ����  �ా�) �ా క��� �ిల�వబ�ే�� _____________
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(A) Orographic Rainfall 
పర��య వర��ాతం

 
(B) Convectional Rainfall 

సంవహన వర��ాతం
 

(C) Cyclonic Rainfall 
చక��ాత వర��ాతం

 
(D) Frontal Rainfall 

ఫ�ంట� వర��ాతం
 

Question No.5 1.00
   

What is the expansion of the acronym 'DRDO' (a government agency)?
 'DRDO' (ఒక ప�భ�త� సంస� ) అ�� క�� ప�  ర��ా��� �స�రణ ఏ�ట�?

 
(A) Defence Reconstruction and Developed Organisation 

������ ��క�  స� ��� అం� �ెవల��  ఆర���ౖజ�ష� 
 

(B) Defence Revamped and Distribution System 
������ ���ాం��  అం� ���ి� �బ��ష� �ిస�ం

 
(C) Defence Resource and Development Organisation 

������ ���� �� అం� �ెవల�  ��ం� ఆర���ౖజ�ష�
 

(D) Defence Research and Development Organisation 
������ ������ అం� �ెవల�  ��ం� ఆర���ౖజ�ష�

 

Question No.6 1.00
   

Recently, who has been re-appointed as the Chairman of National Anti-profiteering Authority?
 ఇట�వ� �ాలంల� ��షన� య�ంట�-��ా �ిట���ం� అ����ట� �ైర��  �ా ����� �య�త�ల�ౖన�� ఎవర�?

 
(A) Bharadwaaj 

భర����
 

(B) Badri Narain Sharma 
బ��� న���� శర�

 
(C) Ashok Kumar 

అ��� క�మ��
 

(D) Vijay lal 
�జ� ల��

 

Question No.7 1.00
   

The Revamped Public Distribution System (RPDS) was introduced in
 ప�నర��వ�ీ�కరణ ప�జ� పం�ిణ� వ�వస�  (RPDS) ఏ సంవత�రంల� ప���శ��ట�బ��ం��

 
(A) 1992 

1992
 (B) 1991 

1991
 (C) 1993 

1993
 (D) 1994 

1994
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Question No.8 1.00
   

Who said the slogan, "Arise! Awake! Stop not till the goal is reached"?
 "ఎ����! అ���! �ా� � ��� ట�� ద ��� ఈ� ���� "(ల�వం��! ��ల��నం��! గమ�ం �ే��వరక� �శ��ంచకం��) అ��

���������న�� ఎవర�? 
 

(A) Aristotle 
అ���ా� ట��

 
(B) Jawaharlal Nehru 

జవహ� ల�� ��హ��
 

(C) Dayanand Saraswati 
దయ�నంద సరస��

 
(D) Swami Vivekananda 

�ా�� ����ానంద
 

Question No.9 1.00
   

Who founded the Servants of India Society?
 స���ం�� ఆ� ఇం��య� �� ��ౖట� వ�వ�ా� పక�ల� ఎవర�?
 

(A) Gopal Krishna Gokhale 
���ాల కృష�  ��ఖల�

 
(B) Mahatma Gandhi 

మ���� �ాం��
 

(C) Subhas Chandra Bose 
సు��� చంద�బ� �

 
(D) Motilal Nehru 

��ల�� ��హ��
 

Question No.10 1.00
   

The Deodhar Trophy is related to which of the following games/sports?
 "�ేవధ� ట�� �ీ" ���ం�� �ాట�ల� ఏ ఆట/���డక� సంబం��ం�న��?

 
(A) Cricket 

������
 

(B) Golf 
����

 
(C) Snooker 

సూ�క�
 

(D) Badminton 
బ����ంట�

 

Question No.11 1.00
   

Guru Granth Sahib is a Sacred book of which religion?
 గ�ర�గ�ం� �ా��� ఏ మతం �క� ప�త� గ�ంధమ�?

 
(A) Buddhism 

బ�ద�మతం
 

(B) Jains 
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జ�ౖనమతం
 

(C) Hindus 
��ందూమతం

 
(D) Sikhism 

�ిక�� మతం
 

Question No.12 1.00
   

What is the full form of LPG, in controlling vehicular air pollution?
 �ాహన �ాయ� �ాల�ష� �యంత�ణల� LPG �క� ప���� ర�పం ఏ�ట�?

 
(A) Liquid Pressure Gas 

����� ���జ� �ా��
 

(B) Liquidity Petroleum Gas 
������ట� ��ట�� �యం �ా��

 
(C) Liquefied Propane Gas 

������ౖ� ��� ��� �ా��
 

(D) Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
������ౖ� ��ట�� �యం �ా��

 

Question No.13 1.00
   

Which of the following boundary lines lies between India and China?
 ���ం�� ఏ స��హదు�  ��ఖ ��ర� మ��య� �ై��ల మధ� ఉం��?

 
(A) Radcliffe Line 

�ా��  ���� ��ఖ
 

(B) Durand Line 
డూ��ాం� ��ఖ

 
(C) McMahon Line 

���  �హ� ��ఖ
 

(D) Maginot Line 
మ������ ��ఖ

 

Question No.14 1.00
   

Yellow revolution is related to the increased production of
 ��ల��  ��వల��ష� (పసుప� �ప�వం) అ���� �ట� ఉత���  ��ర�గ�దలక� సంబం��ం�న��

 
(A) Fibre 

��ౖబ�
 

(B) Cotton 
ప��

 
(C) Oil seeds 

నూ�� ��ంజల�
 

(D) Milk 
�ాల�

 

Question No.15 1.00
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Which is the third highest layer of the Earth's atmosphere?

 భ��ా��వరణం �క� మ�డవ ఎ�ె�� న �� ర ఏ�ట�?
 

(A) Exosphere 
ఎ��� ఆవరణమ�

 
(B) Mesosphere 

���� �ి�య�
 

(C) Thermosphere 
థ����ి�య�

 
(D) Ionosphere 

అయ��� ఆవరణమ�
 

Question No.16 1.00
   

Which of the following is not a neighbouring country of India?
 ���ం�� �ాట�ల� ��రత�ే�ా��� స��హదు�  �ేశం �ా��� ఏ��?

 
(A) Vietnam 

�య���ం
 

(B) Nepal 
���ా�

 
(C) China 

�ై��
 

(D) Bhutan 
భ�ట��

 

Question No.17 1.00
   

In finance terms, what is the full form of "GDP"?
 ఆ���క పదజ�లంల� "GDP" ప���� ర�పం ఏ�ట�?

 
(A) Green Domestic Product 

���� �ొ���ి�� ��� డ��
 

(B) Gross Domestic Product 
�ా� � �ొ���ి�� ��� డ��

 
(C) Gross Durable Product 

�ా� � డూ�రబ�� ��� డ��
 

(D) Gross Domestic Process 
�ా� � �ొ���ి�� ��ా ���

 

Question No.18 1.00
   

Hajo pilgrimage centre is located in which of the following States?
 హజ� య����  ��ంద�మ� ���ం�� ఏ �ాష� �ంల� ఉం��?

 
(A) Nagaland 

���ాల�ం�
 

(B) Mizoram 
�జ��ాం

 
(C) Assam 
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అ�ా�ం
 

(D) Arunachal Pradesh 
అర�ణ�చ� ప��ే�

 

Question No.19 1.00
   

Who took the additional charge of post of Director General Narcotics Control Bureau to Director
General of Civil Aviation Security?

 �ై��క�� జనర� �����ట��� కంట�� � బ���� పద��� �ాట� �ై��క�� జనర� ఆ� �ి�� ఏ���ష� ��క����ట� బ�ధ�తలను

అదనం�ా �ీ�క��ం�న�� ఎవర�?
 

(A) Renu Hassan 
��ణ� హస�

 
(B) Rakesh Asthana 

�ా��� అ�ా� ��
 

(C) Anil Agarwal 
అ�� అగ�ా��

 
(D) Rajiv Ghosh 

�ా�� ��
 

Question No.20 1.00
   

Recently, who crossed the English Channel successfully on a jet-powered hoverboard for the 1st
time?

 ఇట�వ� �ాలంల� ����ా���ా జ�� పవ�� హ� వ�  బ� ��  ��ౖ ఇం���� �����  ను �జయవంతం�ా ��ట�న�� ఎవర�?
 

(A) Sanjiv Sagata 
సం�� స�ాట�

 
(B) Priti Patel 

�ీ�� పట��
 

(C) Ushoshi 
ఉ�� �ి 

 
(D) Franky Zapata 

��ా ం�� జ�ాట�
 

SECTION 2 - WORKING ENGLISH

Question No.1 1.00
   

Find the word which is correctly spelt from the given options.
 Find the word which is correctly spelt from the given options.
 (A) Permision 

Permision
 (B) Meaningfull 

Meaningfull
 (C) Fictitious 

Fictitious
 (D) Buisness 

Buisness
 

Question No.2 1.00
   

Fill in the blanks with suitable Article from the given alternatives.
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Goa is ____________ beautiful State in India

 Fill in the blanks with suitable Article from the given alternatives.
  

Goa is ____________ beautiful State in India
 (A) an 

an
 (B) the 

the
 (C) a 

a
 (D) No article 

No article
 

Question No.3 1.00
   

Fill in the blanks with suitable Preposition from the given alternatives.
  

Our nation is independent __________ 1947
 Fill in the blanks with suitable Preposition from the given alternatives.

  
Our nation is independent __________ 1947

 (A) since 
since

 (B) along 
along

 (C) through 
through

 (D) for 
for

 

Question No.4 1.00
   

Find the word which is correctly spelt from the given options.
 Find the word which is correctly spelt from the given options.
 (A) Restarant 

Restarant
 (B) Elegant 

Elegant
 (C) Meaningfull 

Meaningfull
 (D) Treetment 

Treetment
 

Question No.5 1.00
   

Fill in the blanks with suitable Preposition from the given alternatives.
  

My friends are ready __________ attend the party this weekend
 Fill in the blanks with suitable Preposition from the given alternatives.

  
My friends are ready __________ attend the party this weekend

 (A) by 
by

 (B) to 
to

 (C) for 
for

 (D) since 
since
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Question No.6 1.00
   

Choose the word which expresses nearly the opposite meaning of the given word " ENSLAVED "
 Choose the word which expresses nearly the opposite meaning of the given word " ENSLAVED "
 (A) Suppress 

Suppress
 (B) Liberate 

Liberate
 (C) Deprive 

Deprive
 (D) Enclose 

Enclose
 

Question No.7 1.00
   

Find the word which is correctly spelt from the given options.
 Find the word which is correctly spelt from the given options.
 (A) Loitering 

Loitering
 (B) Quanch 

Quanch
 (C) Bagage 

Bagage 
 (D) Langwage 

Langwage
 

Question No.8 1.00
   

Choose the word which expresses nearly the opposite meaning of the given word " FEUDAL "
 Choose the word which expresses nearly the opposite meaning of the given word " FEUDAL "
 (A) Archaic 

Archaic
 (B) Old 

Old
 (C) Modern 

Modern
 (D) Antique 

Antique
 

Question No.9 1.00
   

Fill in the blanks with suitable Article from the given alternatives.
  

India consolidated their lead in ________ ongoing Test cricket series
 Fill in the blanks with suitable Article from the given alternatives.

  
India consolidated their lead in ________ ongoing Test cricket series

 (A) a 
a
 (B) an 

an
 (C) No article 

No article
 (D) the 

the
 

Question No.10 1.00
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Fill in the blanks with suitable Article from the given alternatives.

  
Regina gave birth to twins in _______ August

 Fill in the blanks with suitable Article from the given alternatives.
  

Regina gave birth to twins in _______ August
 (A) the 

the
 (B) a 

a
 (C) No article 

No article
 (D) an 

an
 

Question No.11 1.00
   

Choose the word which expresses nearly the opposite meaning of the given word " DILATE "
 Choose the word which expresses nearly the opposite meaning of the given word " DILATE "
 (A) Inflate 

Inflate
 (B) Enlarge 

Enlarge
 (C) Protract 

Protract
 (D) Narrow 

Narrow
 

Question No.12 1.00
   

Choose the word which expresses nearly the opposite meaning of the given word " BUSTLE "
 Choose the word which expresses nearly the opposite meaning of the given word " BUSTLE "
 (A) Hustle 

Hustle
 (B) Hurry 

Hurry
 (C) Dash 

Dash
 (D) Delay 

Delay
 

Question No.13 1.00
   

Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " BATTERED "
 Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " BATTERED "
 (A) Assist 

Assist
 (B) Praise 

Praise
 (C) Adorn 

Adorn
 (D) Shatter 

Shatter
 

Question No.14 1.00
   

Fill in the blanks with suitable Article from the given alternatives.
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I have ____________ umbrella in my bag
 Fill in the blanks with suitable Article from the given alternatives.

  
I have ____________ umbrella in my bag

 (A) the 
the

 (B) a 
a
 (C) No article 

No article
 (D) an 

an
 

Question No.15 1.00
   

Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " LAMPOON "
 Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " LAMPOON "
 (A) Support 

Support
 (B) Praise 

Praise
 (C) Flattery 

Flattery
 (D) Satire 

Satire
 

Question No.16 1.00
   

Fill in the blanks with suitable Preposition from the given alternatives.
  

There are approximately 80 different types ____________ autoimmune diseases and they affect
more than 23 million Americans

 Fill in the blanks with suitable Preposition from the given alternatives.
  

There are approximately 80 different types ____________ autoimmune diseases and they affect
more than 23 million Americans

 (A) for 
for

 (B) of 
of

 (C) with 
with

 (D) from 
from

 

Question No.17 1.00
   

Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " AFFLUENT "
 Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " AFFLUENT "
 (A) Destitute 

Destitute
 (B) Indigent 

Indigent
 (C) Penniless 

Penniless
 (D) Abundant 

Abundant
 

Question No.18 1.00
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Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " EMBRACE "

 Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " EMBRACE "
 (A) Distrust 

Distrust
 (B) Lock 

Lock
 (C) Give 

Give
 (D) Free 

Free
 

Question No.19 1.00
   

Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " INTIMIDATE "
 Choose the word which best expresses the similar meaning of the given word " INTIMIDATE "
 (A) Soothe 

Soothe
 (B) Incite 

Incite
 (C) Frighten 

Frighten
 (D) Assure 

Assure
 

Question No.20 1.00
   

Find the word which is correctly spelt from the given options.
 Find the word which is correctly spelt from the given options.
 (A) Prodection 

Prodection
 (B) Invention 

Invention
 (C) Satisfacttion 

Satisfacttion
 (D) Breething 

Breething
 

SECTION 3 - GENERAL APTITUDE

Question No.1 1.00
   

If January 1, 2056 is a Sunday, January 1, 2060 falls on which day of the week?
 జనవ�� 1, 2056 ఆ���ారం వ���  జనవ�� 1, 2060 �ారంల� ఏ ���న వసు� ం��?

 
(A) Saturday 

శ��ారం
 

(B) Friday 
�క��ారం

 
(C) Monday 

�� మ�ారం
 

(D) Sunday 
ఆ���ారం

 

Question No.2 1.00
   

Replace the question mark with an option that follows the same logic applied in the first pair
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Frog : Tadpole :: Donkey : ??
 �దట� జతల� వ���ం�ే ������ాం�ా��� అనుస��ం�ే ఐ��కం�� ప��ా�ర�క �ా� ���� ప���ంచం��

 
Frog: Tadpole :: Donkey : ??

 (A) Fledgling 
Fledgling

 (B) Spat 
Spat

 (C) Mule 
Mule

 (D) Bunny 
Bunny

 

Question No.3 1.00
   

Karthik travels first 63 km of the journey at 63 kmph and the remaining 63 km at 126 kmph. Find
the average speed of the entire journey(in kmph).

 తన ప�య�ణంల�� �దట� 63 km ను �ా���� 63 kmph ��గం��నూ, ����న 63 km ను 126 kmph ��గం��నూ

ప�య�ణ��ా� డ�. �త�ం ప�య�ణం �క� సగట� ���ా��(kmph ల�) కను��నం��.
 

(A) 80 
80

 (B) 78 
78

 (C) 84 
84

 (D) 82 
82

 

Question No.4 1.00
   

Pointing to a photograph of a girl, a boy said " She is the sister of son of daughter of my only
brother". How is the boy's brother related to the girl?

 ఒక బ��క �� ట�ను చూ�ిం� ఒక బ�ల�డ� “ఆ�� �� ఏ���క �� దర��� క�మ���� క�మ�ర����� �� ద��” అ� �ె�ా�డ�. ఆ

బ�ల�� �� దర�డ�, ఆ బ��కక� ఏమవ���డ�?
 

(A) Grand daughter 
మనవ�ాల�

 
(B) Uncle 

అంక��(మ�మయ�/బ�బ��/��ద��న)
 

(C) Father 
తం���

 
(D) Grand father 

��తయ�
 

Question No.5 1.00
   

Find the value of a2-b2, if (a+b) = 76 and (a-b) = 8.
 (a+b) = 76 మ��య� (a-b) = 8 అ��ే a2-b2 �ల�వను కను��నం��.

 
(A) 608 

608
 (B) 612 

612
 (C) 610 

610
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(D) 614 
614

 

Question No.6 1.00
   

Jimmy walked 5m East and turns towards West and walked another 5m. He then walked another
5m towards right. How far and in which direction is he from the starting point? 

 ��� త�ర�� ��ౖప�క� 5 m న��� ప��మం ��ౖప�క� ����� మ�� 5m న����డ�. ఆ త�ా�త అతడ� క�����ౖప�క� మ�� 5m

న����డ�. అతడ� ఇప��డ� ��ా రంభ �ా� నం నుం�� ఎంత దూరంల� మ��య� ఏ��శల� ఉ���డ�? 
 

(A) 10m, South 
10m, ద��ణం

 
(B) 10m, North 

10m, ఉత�రం
 

(C) 5m, North 
5m, ఉత�రం

 
(D) 5m, South 

5m, ద��ణం
 

Question No.7 1.00
   

If in the word COMFORTABLE, all the consonants are replaced by the previous letter in the
alphabet and all the vowels are replaced by the next letter then all the letters are arranged
alphabetically, which letter will be fourth from the left end?

 COMFORTABLE అ�� పదంల�, హల�� ల��ట�� అ�రమ�లల� �ాట� మ�ందున� అ�రం��నూ మ��య�

అచు�ల��ంట�� అ�రమ�లల� �ాట� త�ా�త ఉన� అ�రం��నూ మ�ర���ే�ి అల� మ�ర�� �ేయ�ా వ��న పదంల��

అ��ాలను అ�రమ�ల క�మంల� అమర��ా అందుల� ఎడమ �వ�� నుం�� ��ల� వ అ�రం ఏ�ట�?
 

(A) P 
P

 (B) M 
M

 (C) L 
L
 (D) E 

E
 

Question No.8 1.00
   

The average of 4 numbers is 52 and the 1st number is 1/3rd of the sum of the remaining numbers.
What will be the first number?

 4 సంఖ�ల సగట� 52. అందుల� 1వ సంఖ� ����న సంఖ�ల �త�ంల� 1/3వ వంత� �ల�వను క��� ఉం��. ఆ �దట�

సంఖ� ఏ�ట�?
 

(A) 54 
54

 (B) 51 
51

 (C) 52 
52

 (D) 53 
53

 

Question No.9 1.00
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Find the next number in the series.
 429, 468, 442, 481, 455, ?

 ���ణ�ల� త�ా�� సంఖ�ను కను��నం��.
 

429, 468, 442, 481, 455, ?
 (A) 458 

458
 (B) 494 

494
 (C) 416 

416
 (D) 481 

481
 

Question No.10 1.00
   

In a certain code language, if BADLY is coded as CDFAN, then how is FORTY coded in that
language?

 ఒ�ా��క ��� ��షల�, BADLY అ���� CDFAN �ా ��� �ేయబ���ే, అ�ే ��షల� FORTY అ���� ఎల� ���

�ేయబడ�త�ం��?
 

(A) HQTVA 
HQTVA

 (B) QHTAV 
QHTAV

 (C) BWURI 
BWURI

 (D) ULIGB 
ULIGB

 

Question No.11 1.00
   

A is the husband of B who is the daughter of C. D is the daughter of E whose wife is C. How is A's
son related to D's son?

 C క�మ���� అ�న B క� A భర�. C ను ��ర��ా కల E క� D క�మ����. ఇప��డ� D క�మ�ర����� A క�మ�ర�డ�

ఏమవ���ర�?
 

(A) Cousin 
క��

 
(B) Nephew 

��నల�� డ� / ��బ�ట�� వ� క�మ�ర�డ�
 

(C) Brother 
�� దర�డ�

 
(D) Son 

��డ�క�
 

Question No.12 1.00
   

Choose the alternative which is an odd word/number/letter pair out of the given alternatives.
 ఇ��న ఐ���ాల నుం�� �� సగ� పదమ�/సంఖ�/అ��ాల జతను క��� ఉన� ఐ���ా�� ఎంచు��ం��.

 
(A) MP 

MP
 (B) SW 

SW
 (C) VY 

VY
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(D) QT 
QT

 

Question No.13 1.00
   

Find the value of X, if 25% of X + 40% of 165 = 132
 X ల� 25% + 165 ల� 40% = 132 అ��ే X �ల�వను కను��నం��.

 
(A) 264 

264
 (B) 268 

268
 (C) 266 

266
 (D) 270 

270
 

Question No.14 1.00
   

Find the value of (a-b), given that a2+b2 = 1105 and ab = 372.
 a2+b2 = 1105 మ��య� ab = 372 అ��ే (a-b) �ల�వను కను��నం��.
 

(A) 23 
23

 (B) 17 
17

 (C) 19 
19

 (D) 21 
21

 

Question No.15 1.00
   

Find the average of 8 numbers 47, 39, 36, 43, 22, 51, 73 and 81.
 47, 39, 36, 43, 22, 51, 73 మ��య� 81 అ�� 8 సంఖ�ల సగట�ను కను��నం��.

 
(A) 45 

45
 (B) 51 

51
 (C) 47 

47
 (D) 49 

49
 

Question No.16 1.00
   

A man buys a CCTV Camera for Rs.1680 and sells it at a loss of 15%. Find the selling price of the
CCTV Camera(in Rs).

 ఒక వ���� ఒక CCTV �����ాను Rs. 1680 క� ��� ���� 15% న�ా� ��� �క��ం��డ�. ఆ CCTV �����ా �క�

అమ�కప� ధరను కను��నం��(Rs.లల�).
 

(A) 1438 
1438

 (B) 1408 
1408

 (C) 1428 
1428

 (D) 1418 
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1418
 

Question No.17 1.00
   

If in the number 9783724563 first all the even digits are arranged in descending order and then all
the odd digits are arranged in descending order, which digit will be in the seventh position from the
right?

 9783724563 అ�� సంఖ�ల�, �దట స�� సంఖ�ల��ట�� అవ��హణ క�మంల� అమ��� ఆ తర�త బ��ి సంఖ�లను

అవ��హణ క�మంల� అమర��ా ఫ�తం�ా వ��న సంఖ�ల� క��� �వర నుం�� ఏడవ �ా� నంల� ఉం�ే అం�� ఏ�ట�?
 

(A) 7 
7
 (B) 9 

9
 (C) 4 

4
 (D) 2 

2
 

Question No.18 1.00
   

In a certain code language, if CHILD is coded as 389124, then how is LUCKY coded in that
language?

 ఒ�ా��క ��� ��షల�, CHILD అ���� 389124 �ా ��� �ేయబ���ే, అ�ే ��షల� LUCKY అ���� ఎల� ���

�ేయబడ�త�ం��?
 

(A) 122131125 
122131125

 (B) 122121125 
122121125

 (C) 122141125 
122141125

 (D) 122131124 
122131124

 

Question No.19 1.00
   

28th February 2025 falls on which day of the week?
 28 �ిబ�వ��, 2025 �ారంల� ఏ ���న వసు� ం��?

 
(A) Thursday 

గ�ర��ారం
 

(B) Saturday 
శ��ారం

 
(C) Wednesday 

బ�ధ�ారం
 

(D) Friday 
�క��ారం

 

Question No.20 1.00
   

Which of the following years is a Leap Year?
 ���ం�� �ాట�ల� �ప� సంవత�రం ఏ��?

 
(A) 546 

546
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(B) 545 
545

 (C) 547 
547

 (D) 548 
548

 

Question No.21 1.00
   

A shopkeeper earns a profit of 20% by selling an article at Rs.558. Find the cost price of the
article(in Rs).

 ఒక వసు� వ�ను Rs. 558 క� అ�� ఒక దు�ాణ యజమ�� 20% ల�భం �� ందు��డ�. ఆ వసు� వ�ను ��న� ధర ఎం��

కను��నం�� (Rs.లల�).
 

(A) 465 
465

 (B) 463 
463

 (C) 469 
469

 (D) 467 
467

 

Question No.22 1.00
   

A Train travels at a speed of 54 kmph and crosses a signal in 61 seconds. Find the length of the
train(in metres).

 54 kmph ��గం�� నడ�సు� న� ఒక ���ల� ఒక �ిగ��  ను 61 ��కన�ల� ��ట�త�ం��. ఆ ���ల� �� డవ�ను కను��నం��

(�టర�ల�).
 

(A) 915 
915

 (B) 925 
925

 (C) 945 
945

 (D) 935 
935

 

Question No.23 1.00
   

Find the next number in the series.
 27, 28.5, 31, 34.5, 39, ?

 ���ణ�ల� త�ా�� సంఖ�ను కను��నం��.
 

27, 28.5, 31, 34.5, 39, ?
 (A) 45.5 

45.5
 (B) 43 

43
 (C) 45 

45
 (D) 44.5 

44.5
 

Question No.24 1.00
   

47 typists can type 47 lines in 47 minutes. How many typists are needed to type 94 lines in 94
minutes?
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47 మం�� ట�ౖ�ిసు� ల� 47 ల�ౖన� ను 47 ���ాలల� ట�ౖ� �ేయగలర�. 94 ల�ౖన� ను 94 ���ాలల� ట�ౖ� �ేయ�టక�

ఎంతమం�� ట�ౖ�ిసు� ల� అవసరమవ���ర�?
 

(A) 47 
47

 (B) 49 
49

 (C) 43 
43

 (D) 45 
45

 

Question No.25 1.00
   

A boy is standing in a lawn facing South-West direction. If the boy turns 65 degrees in clockwise
direction and 155 degrees in anti-clockwise direction, which direction will he face now?

 ఒక బ�ల�డ� ప��కల� ��ౖర�� ��శక� అ�మ�ఖం�ా �ల��� ఉ���ర�. ఆ బ�ల�డ� సవ� ��శల� 65 �����ల� �����

అపసవ���శల� 155 �����ల� ������ే, అతడ� ఇప��డ� ఏ ��శక� అ�మ�ఖ��� ఉంట�ర�.
 

(A) South-West 
��ౖర��

 
(B) North-East 

ఈ�ాన�ం
 

(C) South-East 
ఆ���యం

 
(D) North-West 

�ాయ�వ�ం
 

Question No.26 1.00
   

Choose the alternative which is an odd word/number/letter pair out of the given alternatives.
 ఇ��న ఐ���ాల నుం�� �� సగ� పదమ�/సంఖ�/అ��ాల జతను క��� ఉన� ఐ���ా�� ఎంచు��ం��.

 
(A) Perpendicular 

Perpendicular
 (B) Vertical 

Vertical
 (C) Circular 

Circular
 (D) Straight 

Straight
 

Question No.27 1.00
   

If 41% of A = 61% of 41, what is the value of A?
 A ల� 41% = 41 ల� 61% అ��ే A �ల�వ ఎంత?

 
(A) 65 

65
 (B) 63 

63
 (C) 61 

61
 (D) 59 

59
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Question No.28 1.00
   

A is twice efficient than B, who can finish the work in 76 days. How many days are required by A
alone to complete the entire work(in days)?

 ఒక ప�� 76 ���ల��  ప���� �ేయగల B కంట� A ��ండ� ��ట��  అ��క �ామర��ం కల�ాడ�. �త�ం ప�� A ఒక��ే

ప�����ేయ����� ఎ�� ���ల� అవసరమవ�త�ం��(���ల�� )?
 

(A) 42 
42

 (B) 38 
38

 (C) 36 
36

 (D) 40 
40

 

Question No.29 1.00
   

77+17×13/(884÷4) = ?
 77+17×13/(884÷4) = ?
 (A) 76 

76
 (B) 78 

78
 (C) 72 

72
 (D) 74 

74
 

Question No.30 1.00
   

A fruit seller had some oranges. He sells 75% of oranges and still had 250 oranges. How many
oranges he initially had?

 ఒక పండ�  వర�క�� వద�  ���� ����ంజపండ��  ఉ����. అందుల� అతడ� 75% పళ�ను అ��న త�ా�త క��� అత�వద�

ఇం�ా 250 ����ంజపండ��  ����ఉ����. అత�వద�  �దట ఉన� ����ంజపండ��  ఎ��?
 

(A) 1200 
1200

 (B) 1000 
1000

 (C) 600 
600

 (D) 800 
800

 

Question No.31 1.00
   

Find the value of (a4-b4), given that (a2+b2) = 74, (a-b) = 2 and (a+b) = 12.
 (a2+b2) = 74, (a-b) = 2 మ��య� (a+b) = 12 అ��ే, (a4-b4) �ల�వను కను��నం��.
 

(A) 1774 
1774

 (B) 1772 
1772

 (C) 1776 
1776

 (D) 1770 
1770
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Question No.32 1.00
   

If 40% of 'X' is more than 20% of 855 by 311, find the value of 'X'.
 855 ల� 20% కంట� ‘X’ల� 40% �క� �ల�వ 311 ఎక��వ�ా ఉంట�, ‘X’�ల�వను కను��నం��.

 
(A) 1205 

1205
 (B) 1215 

1215
 (C) 1225 

1225
 (D) 1235 

1235
 

Question No.33 1.00
   

Replace the question mark with an option that follows the same logic applied in the first pair
 Necessity : Essential :: Exigent : ??

 �దట� జతల� వ���ం�ే ������ాం�ా��� అనుస��ం�ే ఐ��కం�� ప��ా�ర�క �ా� ���� ప���ంచం��
 

Necessity: Essential :: Exigent : ??
 (A) Unimportant 

Unimportant
 (B) Urgent 

Urgent
 (C) Submissive 

Submissive
 (D) Optional 

Optional
 

Question No.34 1.00
   

Find the next number in the series.
 15, 17, 37, 115, ?

 ���ణ�ల� త�ా�� సంఖ�ను కను��నం��.
 

15, 17, 37, 115, ?
 (A) 478 

478
 (B) 497 

497
 (C) 465 

465
 (D) 454 

454
 

Question No.35 1.00
   

The average of 18 consecutive numbers is 27. Find the sum of 18 numbers.
 18 వర�స సంఖ�ల సగట� 27 �ా ఇవ�బ��ం��. ఆ 18 సంఖ�ల ���� �� కను��నం��.

 
(A) 486 

486
 (B) 488 

488
 (C) 492 

492
 (D) 490 

490
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SECTION 4 - DOMAIN - CIVIL ENGINEERING

Question No.1 1.00
   

The characteristic strength of M30 concrete at the age of 28 days
 28 ���ల వయసు వద�  M30 �ాం���� �క� �ా���క����ి�� ��� �ం� (ల�ణ�ంశ దృఢత�ం)

 
(A) 30 N/mm2 

30 N/mm2
 (B) 25 N/mm2 

25 N/mm2
 (C) 20 N/mm2 

20 N/mm2
 (D) 10 N/mm2 

10 N/mm2
 

Question No.2 1.00
   

Godown wiring uses to operate lamps or loads in a
 ���ౌ� ��ౖ��ం�  ల� ���ాల� ల��� ల��  ల� -----ల� సం��నం �ేయబడ���

 
(A) Sequential manner 

క�మ పద��ల�
 

(B) Perpendicular manner 
లంబ పద��ల� (ప���ం��క��ల� మ��న�)

 
(C) Parallel manner 

సమ�ంతర పద��ల�
 

(D) Cross manner 
అడ��  పద��ల� (�ా� � మ��న�)

 

Question No.3 1.00
   

An alidade is used in plane table surveying for
 ఒక ��� � ట�బ�� స����ం�  ల� ఒక ఆ��ే� ను ___________��రక� ఉప����ా� ర�

 
(A) Measuring angles 

��ణ�లను ��లవ�����
 

(B) Drawing lines 
ల�ౖను�  ��య�����

 
(C) Levlling 

ల����ం�
 

(D) Centring 
��ంట��ం�

 

Question No.4 1.00
   

In a single-phase wire system, how many wires are there?
 ఒక �ిం���-��� ��ౖ� �ిస�ంల�, ఎ�� ��ౖర��  ఉంట��?

 
(A) 3 

3
 (B) 6 

6
 (C) 2 
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2
 (D) 4 

4
 

Question No.5 1.00
   

The ratio of the volume of voids to the volume of solids is called
 �ా��� �క� ఘనప��మ�ణ���� �ా��� �క� ఘనప��మ�ణ���� మధ� �ష���� ఇల� �ిల��ా� ర�

 
(A) Porosity 

�� ���ిట�
 

(B) Void ratio 
�ా�� ���ి�(�ా�� �ష��� )

 
(C) Bulk density 

ఆయత �ాంద�త (బ�� �ె��ట�)
 

(D) Dry density 
అ��ర�� �ాంద�త (�ై� �ె��ట�)

 

Question No.6 1.00
   

The field compaction test shall be carried out by
 �ీ��  �ాం�ా�� ట���   ను ����ే �ర����ా� ర�

 
(A) Casagrande apparatus 

�ా�ా�ా� ం�ే అ�ా�రట�
 

(B) Le chatelier apparatus 
��ాట��య� అ�ా�రట�

 
(C) Sand Pouring Cylinder 

�ాం� �� ��ం� �ి�ండ�
 

(D) Proctor compaction Mould 
��� క�� �ాం�ా�� మ���

 

Question No.7 1.00
   

Lintel is a 
 �ంట�� అ���� ఒక 

 
(A) Short beam 

�� ట��  ��
 

(B) Long beam 
�� డవ� ��

 
(C) Long column 

�� డవ� �ాల�
 

(D) Short column 
�� ట��  �ాల�

 

Question No.8 1.00
   

Load divided by area is 
 ��ౖ�ాల�ం�ే ����ంచబ�ే ���ా�� ఇల� �ిల��ా� ర� 

 
(A) Stress 
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ప��బలం (��� ��)
 

(B) Youngs Modulus 
యం� గ�ణకం

 
(C) Strain 

�కృ� (��� ���)
 

(D) Density 
�ాంద�త

 

Question No.9 1.00
   

The standard recommended water consumption in India, per capita per day is
 ��రత�ేశంల� ఒక ���క� �ి�ారసు �ేయబ��న ప�మ�ణ తలస�� �ట� ���గం 

 
(A) 80 litres 

80 �టర��
 

(B) 150 litres 
150 �టర��

 
(C) 100 litres 

100 �టర��
 

(D) 135 litres 
135 �టర��

 

Question No.10 1.00
   

A surveying equipment having combination of Electromagnetic Distance Measuring Instrument
and electronic theodolite is

 ఎల���� మ����ట�� (�దు�దయ�ా�ంత) ������� ��జ��ం� ప��కరం మ��య� ఎల�ా�� �� ����ొల�ౖ�  ల ��ళ�ంప�ను క���

ఉం�ే ఒక స����ం� ప��కరం
 

(A) GPS 
GPS

 (B) Total station 
ట�ట� ���ష�

 
(C) Tilting level 

ట���ం� ల����
 

(D) Electronic theodolite 
ఎల�ా�� �� ����ోల�ౖ�

 

Question No.11 1.00
   

If the direction and magnitude of velocity at all points are equal, then the flow is
 అ�� �ందువ�ల వద�  ��గ��శ మ��య� ప��మ�ణ�ల� సమ�నం అ��ే, ప��ాహం ఎల� ఉంట�ం��?
 

(A) Three dimensional flow 
����య ప��ాహం (�� �ై��న�న� ��� )

 
(B) One dimensional flow 

ఏక ��య ప��ాహం (వ� �ై��న�న� ��� )
 

(C) Reverse flow 
�ల�మ ప��ాహం (��వ�� ��� )

 
(D) Two dimensional flow 
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�����య ప��ాహం (ట� �ై��న�న� ��� )
 

Question No.12 1.00
   

In case of open channels, uniform flow is characterised by
 ఓ��� ������ �షయంల�, సమ ప��ా���� ఉం�ే ల�ణం

 
(A) A varying slope of channel bottom 

����� అడ�గ� ��గం చర(మ���) �ాల�ను క��� ఉంట�ం��
 

(B) Varying depth of flow 
ఒక చర ప��ాహ ల�త�ను క��� ఉంట�ం��

 
(C) A constant depth of flow 

ఒక �ి�ర ప��ాహ ల�త�ను క��� ఉంట�ం��
 

(D) A constant slope of channel bottom 
����� అడ�గ� ��గం �ి�ర �ాల�ను క��� ఉంట�ం��

 

Question No.13 1.00
   

Which orientation faces much of solar radiation?
 ఏ ఓ����ంట�ష�(ఏ మ�ఖం) ఎక��వ ��ర ���రణ��� ఎదు���ంట�ం��?

 
(A) Western 

ప��మ
 

(B) Northern 
ఉత�ర

 
(C) Eastern 

త�ర��
 

(D) Southern 
ద��ణ

 

Question No.14 1.00
   

The valve which is used to control the flow of water in the distribution system at street corners is
 ��� మ�లల వద�  �ట� సరఫ�ా వ�వస�ల�� �ట� ప��ా��� �యం��ంచ����� ఉప���ం�ే �ాల��

 
(A) Safety valve 

���ీ�  �ా��
 

(B) Scour valve 
���� �ా��

 
(C) Sluice valve 

సూ� �� �ా��
 

(D) Check valve 
�ె� �ా��

 

Question No.15 1.00
   

Point of contraflexure is a point where
 �ా�ం� ఆ� �ాంట�� ��� క�� అ���� ఈ రక���న �ందువ�:

 
(A) Bending moment is zero 

బ�ం��ం� మ���ం� (వక� ��� మకం) సు���
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(B) Bending moment is maximum 
బ�ం��ం� మ���ం� (వక� ��� మకం) గ��ష�ం

 
(C) Shear force is zero 

��టన బలం(�ియ� �� ��) సు���
 

(D) Shear force is maximum 
��టన బలం(�ియ� �� ��) గ��ష�ం

 

Question No.16 1.00
   

An important component of a building providing access to different floors and roof of the building is
 ��ధ ��� �  లక� మ��య� ర��  క� ప���శ��కర�ం క���ం�ే భవనం �క� ఒక మ�ఖ����న ��గం

 
(A) Lintel 

�ంట��
 

(B) Beam 
��

 
(C) Stair 

����� (��ట�� )
 

(D) Column 
�ాల�

 

Question No.17 1.00
   

Tools and processes to maintain safety and reduce hazards associated with fires are
 భద�తను �ర���సూ�  మంటల�� సంబంధం క��� ఉం�ే ప�మ���లను త���ంచ����� ఉప���ం�ే ప�మ�ట��  మ��య�

ప����యలను ఇల� �ిల��ా� ర�
 

(A) Fire loss 
అ���ప�మ�ద నష�ం (��ౖ� ల��)

 
(B) Fire calculation 

��ౖ� �ా�క��ల�ష�
 

(C) Fire protection 
��ౖ� ��� ట���

 
(D) Fire assessment 

��ౖ� అ���  ��ం�
 

Question No.18 1.00
   

The operation of levelling across any river is termed as
 ఏ�ే� న����ౖ ల����ం� �ే�� ప����యను ఇల� �ిల��ా� ర�

 
(A) Fly levlling 

����  ల����ం�
 

(B) Profile levelling 
��� ��ౖ� ల����ం�

 
(C) Reciprocal levelling 

���ి��� క� ల����ం�
 

(D) Compound levelling 
కం��ం� ల����ం�
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Question No.19 1.00
   

The anti termite treatment done post construction is a
 ��ా�ణం ప�ర��న త�ా�త య�ంట� ట����� ట���  ��ం� అ����

 
(A) Maintenance treatment 

���ంట����� ట���  ��ం�
 

(B) Less expensive treatment 
తక��వ వ�యం�� క���న ట���  ��ం�

 
(C) Waste treatment 

����  ట���  ��ం�
 

(D) Temporary treatment 
������క ట���  ��ం�

 

Question No.20 1.00
   

The combination of two or more footings joined together is 
 ��ండ� ల��� అంతక��� ఎక��వ ఫ�ట�ం�  ల స���ళనం 

(A) Raft 
�ా��

 
(B) Combined footing 

కంబ�ౖ��  ఫ�ట�ం�
 

(C) Pile 
��ౖ�

 
(D) Column 

�ాల�
 

Question No.21 1.00
   

The ratio of effective length to the corresponding radius of gyration of the section is 
 ���� �క� ఎ������ ల�ం��  క� మ��య� సంబం��త ����య� ఆ� �����ష� (�ఘ�ర� �ా��ార�ం) క� మధ� �ష���  

 
(A) Shape factor 

��� �ా�క��
 

(B) Slenderness ratio 
��� ండ�  ��� ���ి�

 
(C) Aspect ratio 

య������ ���ి�
 

(D) Buckling length 
బ���ం� �� డవ�

 

Question No.22 1.00
   

The construction equipment used to do a cut and fill is
 క� మ��య� �ి� �ేయ����� ఉప���ం�ే ఒక ��ా�ణ ప��కరం

 
(A) Crane 

����
 

(B) Bulldozer 
బ�ల�� జ�
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(C) Tipper 
ట�ప��

 
(D) Excavator 

ఎ��  క��ట�
 

Question No.23 1.00
   

Bent-up bars are also used to take care of 
 బ�ం� అ� బ��� �����రక� క��� ఉప���ంచబడ��� 

 
(A) Torsion in slabs 

�ా� బ�లల� ట�ర��
 

(B) Shear in the beams 
� ం� ల� �ియ� (��టనం)

 
(C) Axial Compression 

అ��య సం�ీడనం(య����య� కం���ష�) 
 

(D) Factor of safety 
�ా�క�� ఆ� ���ీ�

 

Question No.24 1.00
   

River training works are required near the weir site in order to
 ఇందు��రక� ��వ� ట����ం� పనుల� ���� ��ౖ�  (weir site) క� స�పంల� �ేయ���ఉంట�ం��

 
(A) Ensure a smooth and axial flow of water 

�ట� సజ���ౖన మ��య� అ��య ప��ాహం ఉం�ేల� చూడట����
 

(B) Stop the flow of water 
�ట� ప��ా��� ఆప�����

 
(C) Divert the flow of water 

�ట� ప��ా��� మ��ంచ�����
 

(D) Increase the speed of flow 
ప��ాహ వ��� ��ంచ�����

 

Question No.25 1.00
   

Unplasticized PVC (UPVC) or rigid pipes are used for
 అ�  �ా� �ి���ౖ��  PVC (UPVC) ల��� ���� ��ౖప�లను ____________��రక� ఉప����ా� ర�

 
(A) Hot water 

���� �ర�
 

(B) Treated water 
ట��ట�� �ాట� (����  �ేయబ��న �ర�)

 
(C) Cold water 

చల� ట� �ర�
 

(D) Waste water 
వ�ర� �ర� (����  �ాట�)

 

Question No.26 1.00
   

The solvents or thinners for oil paint is
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ఆ�� ���ంట� క� �ాల��ం�(ద�వ�ా��) ల��� ��న��  �ా ఉప�గప�ే��
 

(A) Bitumen 
�ట�����

 
(B) Wax 

���నం
 

(C) Turpentine 
ట���ంట�ౖ�

 
(D) Water 

�ర�
 

Question No.27 1.00
   

Water closets are connected through
 �ాట� ��� జ�ట��  �ట� ����ా సం��నం �ేయబడ���

 
(A) Elbow 

ఎల��
 

(B) Bottle trap 
బ�ట�� ట�� �

 
(C) Bends 

బ�ం�  ల�
 

(D) P or S trap 
P ల��� S ట�� �

 

Question No.28 1.00
   

A cross staff is used for
 ఒక �ా� � �ా� �  ను ��� ��రక� ఉప����ా� ర�

 
(A) Setting a line at an angle to a survey line 

స��� ల�ౖ�  క� ఒక ��ణం వద�  ఒక ల�ౖ�   ��� �ేయ�����
 

(B) Setting perpendicular lines to a survey line 
ఒక స��� ల�ౖ�  క� ���జ లంబ ��ఖలను ��� �ేయ�����

 
(C) Alignment of a survey line 

ఒక స��� ల�ౖ� �క� అల�ౖ���ం�
 

(D) Marking a survey station 
ఒక స������ష�  ను మ����ం� �ేయ�����

 

Question No.29 1.00
   

The constant vertical distance between two adjacent contour lines is called
 ��ండ� ప�క�ప�క��� ఉన� కంట�� ల�ౖన�  మధ� ఉం�ే �ల�వ� దూ�ా�� ఇల� �ిల��ా� ర�

 
(A) Vertical equivalent 

వ���క� ఈ����ాల�ం�
 

(B) Centring 
��ంట��ం�

 
(C) Horizontal equivalent 

���జ�ంట� ఈ����ాల�ం�
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(D) Contour interval 
కంట�� ఇంట����

 

Question No.30 1.00
   

The pH value of neutral water is
 తటస�  జలం �క� pH �ల�వ

 
(A) 10 

10
 (B) 7 

7
 (C) 1 

1
 (D) 5 

5
 

Question No.31 1.00
   

Threaded pipe joints are mainly used for
 �ె��ె� ��ౖ� జ��ంట��  ప���నం�ా �ట�ల� ఉప����ా� ర�

 
(A) UPVC pipe 

UPVC ��ౖ�
 

(B) PVC pipe 
PVC ��ౖ�

 
(C) GI Pipe 

GI ��ౖ�
 

(D) Steel pipe 
�ీ�� ��ౖ�

 

Question No.32 1.00
   

Laser plummet in total-station is used for
 ట�ట�-���ష� ల�� ల�జ� ప�����  ను ��� ��రక� ఉప����ా� ర�

 
(A) Bisection of a point sighted 

క��ిసు� న� �ా�ం�(�ా�ం� ��ౖట��) �క� బ�ౖ����(���ఖండన)
 

(B) Centring 
��ంట��ం�

 
(C) Orientation 

ఓ����ంట�ష�
 

(D) Levelling 
ల����ం�

 

Question No.33 1.00
   

The General dimensioning unit is
 �ా��రణ �� ప�మ�ణం (జనర� �ై��న��ం� య���)|:

 
(A) cm 

cm
 (B) mm 

mm
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(C) m 
m

 (D) km 
km

 

Question No.34 1.00
   

A System in an electrical network, which works as a safety measure to protect human life as well
as equipment is

 మ�నవ ��ా ణ��� మ��య� ప��క�ా�� �ా�ా�ే ఒక సుర��త అంశమ��ా ప��ే�� ఒక ఎల����� ���  వ��  ల�� �ిస�  ం  
 

(A) House wiring 
హౌ� ��ౖ��ం�

 
(B) Earthing 

ఎ���ం�
 

(C) Plug 
ప� �

 
(D) Master control 

మ�స�� కంట�� �
 

Question No.35 1.00
   

The fitting shown in the image is
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పటమ�ల� చూ�ించబ��న �ిట�ం�
 

 (A) CI Tee 
CI ట�

 
(B) CPVC Tee 

CPVC ట�
 

(C) GI Tee 
GI ట�

 
(D) UPVC Tee 

UPVC ట�
 

Question No.36 1.00
   

In India, the net quantity of sewage produced is generally taken as
 ��రత�ేశంల�, �ా��రణం�ా �డ�దల��� �ీ���(మ�ర�గ��ర�) �క� �కర ప��మ�ణం

 
(A) 60 to 70% of water supplied 

సరఫ�ా �ేయబ��న �ట�ల� 60 నుం�� 70%
 

(B) 100% of water supplied 
సరఫ�ా �ేయబ��న �ట�ల� 100%

 
(C) 75 to 80% of water supplied 

సరఫ�ా �ేయబ��న �ట�ల� 75 నుం�� 80%
 

(D) 50% of water supplied 
సరఫ�ా �ేయబ��న �ట�ల� 50%

 

Question No.37 1.00
   

Accurate and common method of measuring the distance is
 దూ�ా�� ����ే క��త���న మ��య� �ా��రణ ���నం
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(A) Contouring 
క� ట���ం�

 
(B) Plane Tabling 

��� � ట��� ం�
 

(C) Levelling 
ల����ం�

 
(D) Chaining 

�ె��ం�
 

Question No.38 1.00
   

The length of the road visible ahead to the driver at any instance is
 ఏ సందర�ం వద�  అ��� �ై�వ�  క� తన మ�ందు క��ిం�ే ��డ��  �� డవ�:

 
(A) Camber 

�ా�ంబ�
 

(B) Shoulder 
�� ల��

 
(C) Stopping distance 

�ా� �ిం� �������
 

(D) Sight distance 
��ౖ� �������

 

Question No.39 1.00
   

The size of modular bricks is
 మ�డ��ల� ���  ల ప��మ�ణం

 
(A) 200 x 100x 75 mm 

200 x 100x 75 mm
 (B) 230 x 100 x 100 mm 

230 x 100 x 100 mm
 (C) 200 x100x100 mm 

200 x100x100 mm
 (D) 230 x 115 x 75 mm 

230 x 115 x 75 mm
 

Question No.40 1.00
   

The construction using blocks of stones that are either undressed or roughly dressed is
 �ె��ి�ం� �ేయబడ�(అ� �ె��� ) ల��� గరక��ా �ె��ి�ం� �ేయబ��న (ర�  � �ె��� ) ��� �� �క� బ�� �  (�����)లను

ఉప���ం� �ేపట��  ��ా�ణం
 

(A) Rubble Masonry 
రబ�� ��సన��

 
(B) Chamfered masonry 

��ంఫ�� ��సన��
 

(C) Quarry faced masonry 
�ా��� ����  ��సన��

 
(D) Ashlar Masonry 

అ�ా� � ��సన��
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Question No.41 1.00
   

The minimum number of bars to be provided in a circular column is
 ఒక వృ��� �ార �ాల�  ల� ఏ�ా�ట��ేయబ����న బ��� �క� క�స సంఖ� 

 
(A) 2 

2
 (B) 4 

4
 (C) 6 

6
 (D) 3 

3
 

Question No.42 1.00
   

For any construction project, the indirect cost
 ఏ ��ా�ణ ��ా జ�క�� ����� ప��� వ�యం

 
(A) increases with duration 

�ాల వ�వ���� ��ర�గ�త�ం��
 

(B) has no impact with duration 
�ాల వ�వ���� ప���వం క��� ఉండదు

 
(C) decreases with duration 

�ాల వ�వ���� తగ�� త�ం��
 

(D) are not included in the total cost 
�త�ం వ�యంల� �ేర�బ�� ఉండదు

 

Question No.43 1.00
   

The instrument used to protect the circuit from the electrical leakage is
 ఎల����� ���� నుం�� సర���ట�ను �ా�ాడట���� ఉప���ం�ే ప��కరం

 
(A) Earth leakage circuit breaker 

ఎ�� ���� సర���� బ��క�
 

(B) Plug 
ప� �

 
(C) Fuse 

ఫ���
 

(D) Bus bar 
బ� బ��

 

Question No.44 1.00
   

The characteristic strength of M20 concrete at the age of 28 days is
 28 ���ల వయసు వద�  M20 �ాం���� �క� �ా���క����ి�� ��� �ం�� (ల�ణ�ంశ దృఢత�ం)

 
(A) 20 N/mm2 

20 N/mm2
 (B) 30 N/mm2 

30 N/mm2
 (C) 25 N/mm2 

25 N/mm2
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(D) 10 N/mm2 
10 N/mm2

 

Question No.45 1.00
   

The detailed actual estimates are mainly prepared for
 ��ట����  య�క��వ� ఎ�ి����( �వరణ�త�క �ాస�వ అంచ��)ల� ప���నం�ా �����రక� �ిద�ం �ేయబడ���

 
(A) Execution process 

అమల� ప����య (ఎ���క��ష� ��ా ���)
 

(B) Registration process 
������ �ష� ప����య

 
(C) Valuation process 

మ���కరణ ప����య (�ాల����ష� ��ా ���)
 

(D) Planning process 
ప�ణ��క ప����య (�ా� �ం� ��ా ���)

 

Question No.46 1.00
   

As per Indian standards, the minimum number of main bars for a square column is
 ��ర�య ప�మ�ణ�ల ప��ారం ఒక చదరప� �ాల�  క� �ా�ా��న ���� బ�ర� క�స సంఖ�

 
(A) 4 

4
 (B) 6 

6
 (C) 2 

2
 (D) 8 

8
 

Question No.47 1.00
   

Excess load or overloading may cause
 అదనప� ల�� ల��� ఓవ��� ��ం� ����� �����యవచు�:

 
(A) Corrosion of reinforcement 

��ఇ�  �� ��  ��ం� �క� క��జ� (ప�నర�ల �యం)
 

(B) Deterioration 
��ట������ష� 

 
(C) Structural failure 

��ా�ణ ��ౖఫల�ం
 

(D) Structural safety 
��ా�ణ భద�త

 

Question No.48 1.00
   

English bond is used in
 ఇం���� బ�ం�  లను ఇందుల� ఉప����ా� ర�

 
(A) Stone Masonry 

��� � ��సన��
 

(B) Steel works 
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�ీ�� వ���
 

(C) Concrete works 
�ాం���� వ���

 
(D) Brick Masonry 

��� ��సన��
 

Question No.49 1.00
   

A bending pipe path to retain fluid to prevent sewer gases from entering buildings while allowing
waste materials to pass through is 

 వ�ర� ప���ా� ల� బయటక� ��ళ������ అనుమ�సూ� �� భవనంల���� మ�ర�గ� �ాయ�వ�ల� ప����ంచక�ం�� ���ి����

ఒక వంప�ల� కల ��ౖప� మ�ర�ం
 

(A) Trap 
ట�� �

 
(B) Bend 

బ�ం�
 

(C) Tee 
ట�

 
(D) Elbow 

ఎల��
 

Question No.50 1.00
   

The presence of hygroscopic or gravitational moisture on the walls is 
 ��డల��ౖ ������ �� ��ి� ల��� గ�ర�త�పర���న �ేమ(Gravitational moisture) ఉండటం అ����:

 
(A) Anti termite 

య�ంట� ట�����
 

(B) Dampness 
���ం�  ��� (�ెమ�)

 
(C) Scaling 

����ం�
 

(D) Leaking 
���ం�

 

Question No.51 1.00
   

The recommended cement mortar mix for inner wall plastering is
 ల�ప� ��డల �ా� స���ం� ��రక� �ి�ార�� �ేయబ�ే �ి��ం� ��ా� � �శ�మం

 
(A) 1:3 

1:3
 (B) 1:2 

1:2
 (C) 1:6 

1:6
 (D) 1:4 

1:4
 

Question No.52 1.00
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The admixtures for concrete, which are added to reduce the water content is 
 �ట� �ా���� ��ల��ంచ����� కల�పబ�ే య��  ���  చర��  

(A) Superplasticizer 
సూప� �ా� �ి���ౖజ�

 
(B) Epoxy 

ఎ�� ���
 

(C) Fly ash 
����  య��

 
(D) Aggregate 

అ������
 

Question No.53 1.00
   

The objective of water supply system is to provide
 ���� అం��ంచడ�� �ట� సరఫ�ా వ�వస�  �క� ల��ం

 
(A) Safe water in random supply 

������ సరఫ�ాల� సుర��త �ర�
 

(B) Safe water in adequate quantity 
త��న ప��మ�ణంల� సుర��త �ర�

 
(C) Raw water in random supply 

������ సరఫ�ాల� మ��� (�����ేయబడ�) �ర�
 

(D) Raw water in adequate quantity 
త��న ప��మ�ణంల� (�����ేయబడ�) �ర�

 

Question No.54 1.00
   

The moment of inertia of a rectangular section of breadth 'b' and depth d, with respect to X axis is
 X అ�ం పరం�ా ��డల�� ‘b’ మ��య� ల�త� d గల ��ర�చత�ర��ా �ార ఖండమ� �క� జడత� ��� మకం

 
(A) bd3/6 

bd3/6
 (B) bd3/12 

bd3/12
 (C) db3/6 

db3/6
 (D) db3/12 

db3/12
 

Question No.55 1.00
   

H Piles are
 H ��ౖ�� అ���
 

(A) RC piles 
RC ��ౖ��

 
(B) Timber Piles 

ట�ంబ� ��ౖ��
 

(C) Steel Piles 
�ీ�� ��ౖ��
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(D) Under reamed piles 
అండ� ����  ��ౖ��

 

Question No.56 1.00
   

The floors directly resting on the ground surface are known as
 ��ర��ా భ� తలం��ౖ ఉం�ే ��� �  లను ఇల� �ిల��ా� ర�

 
(A) Ground floor 

��� ం� ��� �
 

(B) First floor 
�దట� ��� �

 
(C) Mesanine floor 

���ా��ౖ� ��� �
 

(D) Top floor 
ట�� ��� �

 

Question No.57 1.00
   

The factor of safety for field weld is
 �ీ��  ����  ��రక� �ా�క�� ఆ� ���ీ�

 
(A) 2 

2
 (B) 1 

1
 (C) 1.5 

1.5
 (D) 1.25 

1.25
 

Question No.58 1.00
   

The earliest time by which the activity can be completed is
 ఒక కృత�మ�ను ప�����ేయగ��� క�ష�  సమయం

 
(A) Early finish time 

ఎ��� �ి�� ట�ౖ�
 

(B) Late finish time 
ల�� �ి�� ట�ౖ�

 
(C) Early start time 

ఎ��� �ా� �� ట�ౖ�
 

(D) Total float 
ట�ట� ��� �

 

Question No.59 1.00
   

Operation Theater Luminaires use
 ఆప��ష� ����ట� ల���న��ల� �ట�� ఉప����ా� �?

 
(A) Halogen lamps with proper filters to give cold bluish white light 

����  బ�� �� ��ౖ� ల�ౖ�   ఇవ������ త��న �ిల�ర��  క���వ�ం�ే ��ల�జ� ���ాల�
 

(B) Sodium lamps to give yellow lights 
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పసుప� రంగ� �ాం�� ఇవ������ �� ��యం ���ాలను
 

(C) Nian lamps 
�య�� ���ాలను

 
(D) Fluorescent lamps to give white light 

�ెల�� �ాం�� ఇవ������ ��� ����ం� ���ాలను
 

Question No.60 1.00
   

As per IS 456:2000, the factor of safety for concrete in the limit state method of design is
 IS 456:2000 ప��ారం, ��జ�ౖ� �క� ��� ���� ���నంల� �ాం���� �క� �ా�క�� ఆ� ���ీ�

 
(A) 1.15 

1.15
 (B) 2 

2
 (C) 1 

1
 (D) 1.5 

1.5
 

Question No.61 1.00
   

The three hinged arch is generally hinged at supports and at
 �� ��ం��  ఆ��   �ా��రణం�ా స�� ���(ఆ���ాల�) మ��య� �ట� వద�  ��ం� �ేయబడ�త�ం��

 
(A) One fourth from the left support 

ఎడమ ఆ��రం నుం�� వ� �� �� వద�
 

(B) One fourth from the right support 
క��� ఆ��రం నుం�� వ� �� �� వద�

 
(C) The crown 

��� �
 

(D) One third from the left support 
ఎడమ ఆ��రం నుం�� వ� థ�� వద�

 

Question No.62 1.00
   

A professional service that uses specialized, project management techniques to oversee the
planning, design, and construction of a project, from its beginning to its end, is 

 ��� ఆరంభం నుం�� మ���ంప� వరక� ఒక ��ా జ��� �క� �ా� �ం�, ��జ�ౖ� మ��య� ��ా�ణ��� పర�����ంచ����� ప��ే�క,

��ా జ��� య�జమ�న� �����లను ఉప���ం�ే ఒక ��� ��షన� స���సు 
 

(A) Supervision 
సూప���జ�

 
(B) Planning 

�ా� �ం�
 

(C) Design 
��జ�ౖ�

 
(D) Construction Management 

��ా�ణ య�జమ�న�ం
 

Question No.63 1.00
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The Structures can be analysed by using the basic equilibrium equations are called
 ��ా థ�క సమ���ి�� స�కరణ�ల�(బ��ి� ఈ������యం ఈ���ష��) ఉప���ం� �����ించబడగ��� ��ా�ణ�లను ఇల�

�ిల��ా� ర�
 

(A) Statically interminate 
�ా� ట�క�� ఇ�  ట������

 
(B) Externally Indeterminate 

ఎ��  టర��� ఇ�  ��ట������
 

(C) Internally indeterminate 
ఇ ంటర��� ఇ�  ��ట������

 
(D) Statically determinate 

�ా� ట�క�� ��ట������
 

Question No.64 1.00
   

In the limit state method of design, the maximum area of tensile reinforcement of beams shall not
exceed

 ��జ�ౖ� �క� ��� ���� ���నంల� ��� �క� ట���ౖ�� ��ఇ�  �� ��  ��ం�(తన��� ప�నర�లనం) �క� గ��ష�

��ౖ�ాల�ం ���� �ంచక�డదు
 

(A) 0.15bD 
0.15bD

 (B) 0.4bD 
0.4bD

 (C) 0.04 bD 
0.04 bD

 (D) 4 bD 
4 bD

 

Question No.65 1.00
   

Initial setting time of ordinary portland cement is
 �ా��రణ �� ��  ల�ం� �ి��ం� �క� ��ా రంభ ��ట��ం� సమయం

 
(A) 10 minutes 

10 ���ాల�
 

(B) 10 hours 
10 గంటల�

 
(C) 3 hours 

3 గంటల�
 

(D) 30 minutes 
30 ���ాల�

 

Question No.66 1.00
   

The sand used in construction is
 ��ా�ణంల� �ా�ే ఇసుక

 
(A) Foundry sand 

��ం��� ఇసుక
 

(B) Sea sand 
సమ�ద� ఇసుక

 
(C) Pit sand 
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�ి� ఇసుక
 

(D) River sand 
��వ� ఇసుక

 

Question No.67 1.00
   

The type of door which are increasingly popular is
 ����ట��� ��ా చుర�ంల���� వసు� న� �ో� రకమ�

 
(A) Sliding door 

���� ��ం� �ో�
 

(B) Swing door 
�ి�ం� �ో�

 
(C) Flush Door 

�� � �ో�
 

(D) Teak door 
ట�క� �ో�

 

Question No.68 1.00
   

The scaffolding which has high strength and durability is
 అ��క దృఢత�ం మ��య� మ��క క��� ఉం�ే �ా��� ��ం�

 
(A) Bamboo scaffolding 

బ�ంబ�(��దుర�) �ా��� ��ం�
 

(B) Steel scaffolding 
�ీ�� �ా��� ��ం�

 
(C) Aluminium scaffolding 

అల����యం �ా��� ��ం�
 

(D) Wooden scaffolding 
వ��ె�(��య�) �ా��� ��ం�

 

Question No.69 1.00
   

The process of developing the physical positions of corners and walls of a building, and it's done
by transferring dimensions from the layout plan to the ground, is called

 ��లతలను ల� అవ�� �ా� � నుం�� ��త��ా� ��� బ��� �ే�� క�మంల�, ఒక భవనం �క� మ�లల� మ��య� ��డల ���క

�ా� ��లను వృ���  �ే�� ప����య ఏ�ట�? 
 

(A) Shoring 
�� ��ం�

 
(B) Excavation 

ఎ��  క��ష�
 

(C) Setting out 
��ట�ం� అవ��

 
(D) Sub structure 

స� స� �క��
 

Question No.70 1.00
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The pore water pressure is also called neutral stress because it does not resist any
 �� � �ాట� ���జ�   ఏ�ధ���న _____________ను అవ����ంచదు �ాబట��  ���� నూ�ట�� ��� ��(తటస�  ప��బలం) అ�

క��� �ిల��ా� ర�
 

(A) Compressive stress 
సం�ీడన ప��బలం

 
(B) Shear stress 

��టన ప��బలం
 

(C) Tensile stress 
ట���ౖ�� ప��బలం

 
(D) Torsional stress 

ట�ర�న� ప��బలం
 

Question No.71 1.00
   

Steam which has been a universal source for traction in railways in the past, is now being
replaced by

 గతంల� ���ల��లల� ట�� �� ��రక� ఒక �ార���క జనకం�ా ఉన� ఆ��� �ా� నంల� ఇప��డ� �ే�� ఉప���సు� ���ర�?
 

(A) Petrol 
��ట�� �

 
(B) Liquified petroleum gas (LPG) 

������ౖ� ��ట�� �యం �ా�� (LPG)
 

(C) Bio Gas 
బ��ా��

 
(D) Diesel and Electric 

���� మ��య� �దు��
 

Question No.72 1.00
   

The primary air pollutant, which is formed due to incomplete combustion of organic matter is
 కర�న ప��ర�ం �క� అసంప�ర� దహనం �ారణం�ా ఏర��ే ప���న �ా� కల��ితం

 
(A) Sulphur dioxide 

సల�� డయ������
 

(B) Hydrogen sulphide 
����ో�జ� సల�ౖ��

 
(C) Carbon dioxide 

�ార�� డయ������
 

(D) Carbon monoxide 
�ార�� ��������

 

Question No.73 1.00
   

Knots cause
 ���(మ���)ల� ����� �ారణమవ����

 
(A) Loss of strength 

దృఢత� ల�పం (ల�� ఆ� ��� �ం�)
 

(B) Gain of strength 
దృఢత� వృ���  (���� ఆ� ��� �ం�)
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(C) Continuation of fibres 
తంత�వ�ల� అ���న�ం�ా ��న�ాగట����

 
(D) No impact on strength 

దృఢత�ం��ౖ ప���వం క��� ఉండవ�
 

Question No.74 1.00
   

In a prismatic compass, the zero is marked on the
 ఒక �ి�జ��ట�� కం�ా�  ల�, సు��� �ే���ౖ గ����ంచబ�� ఉంట�ం��
 

(A) East end 
ఈ��  ఎం� (త�ర�� �వర)

 
(B) South end 

��� ఎం� (ద��ణం �వర)
 

(C) West end 
����  ఎం� (ప��మం �వర)

 
(D) North end 

���� ఎం�(ఉత�రం �వర)
 

Question No.75 1.00
   

An instrument which is used to measure the horizontal angle and vertical angle, is
 ���జ�ంట� ��ణ��� మ��య� వ���క� ��ణ��� ��లవ����� ఉప���ం�ే ప��కరం

 
(A) Chain 

�ె��
 

(B) Compass 
కం�ా�

 
(C) Theodolite 

����ోల�ౖ�
 

(D) Level 
ల����

 


